
 NeroQom® Advanced Solutions 
 
Push the limits. 
 
Every year we see new designs coming to the world of prestigious buildings and superyachts. 
New visions for how these amazing structures can be put together with ground-breaking new 
materials or coatings at their heart. 
 
 
Each one inspirational,  
each one breath taking.  
 

But these new ideas and technologies are often far ahead 
of the technology needed to maintain them and to keep 
them looking amazing.  

So, what do you do? 
 
Allow the visual comfort and impact of your project to degrade whilst you wait for the 
maintenance industry to catch up? 
 
No. You find out why we’re the only high-end maintenance Squad in the world.  
 
 
Architects of your answers. 
 
The NeroQom Squad loves a challenge. We thrive on seeing something new and figuring out 
how to keep it looking breath-taking for you. 
 
Call us in at any stage, from design, construction to exploitation, let’s work together. We can 
advise and support on the best ways to manage the maintenance of your project to keep it 
looking amazing.  
 
We will also develop custom Disciplines for your where needed. So, if the technology doesn’t 
exist to maintain your materials, we’ll either customised one of our existing Disciplines or come 
up with something completely new.  
 
 
Our Advanced Solutions 
include a range of options 
including: 
 

• Designing completely customised Disciplines just for you 
• Developing new materials or products to treat your project 
• Getting access to or developing custom equipment or 

treatments just for you 

 
 
 

 
 
Whatever you need 
to achieve, we’ll find a way  
to make it happen.  



Respecting history. 
 
We also know that some prestigious, classic buildings have very precise needs. They’ve stood 
the test of time but that doesn’t mean that they don’t need love to. 
 
 
NeroQom understands that 
monuments and historic buildings 
are testaments to our past.  

They need to be preserved and maintained for 
future generations. But their materials can be very 
fragile, after all these years, they need a more 
considered, careful approach to maintenance. 

 
 
That’s where our Advanced Solutions can also give you 
answers you wouldn’t expect. We’ll work with you to 
understand the details and nuance of your project, as well  
as any specific preservation or care needs it may have.  
 
 
We’ll then work with you to develop customised treatments 
or techniques which tick all the boxes and will keep your 
project looking amazing for generations to come. 
 
 
 
 
 

It doesn’t all have to be bespoke. 
 
Having read the above, you might think “off the shelf” treatments aren’t a 
good choice. And you’d be right, they’re not. Unless the shelf you’re talking 
about is NeroQom’s, then… well, each of our Disciplines is so special, you’ll 
think it’s been customised for your project anyway! 
 

 
We offer an exclusive range of Disciplines in our menu which cover every 
process, material and operational service we offer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

They’re really very special and you won’t find them anywhere else. 
If you’d like to see the latest list, 

 

check out our website here: 
 

https://www.NeroQomServices.com/dm 


